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FILM PROJECTIONS.- In the past year the Austrian Film Archive was able for the first time to offer film projections to its members. Beginning in a small way, seven shows (once a month) were planned and one extra show was added afterwards. Thus the Archive was able to show its activities to its members and to fulfill the wishes of all interested in film history. This was taken note of by an increasing number of people and commented in the press with satisfaction.

CONTACT WITH OTHER COUNTRIES.- The series of film projections in the past year were made possible only by the most helpful cooperation of member archives of the F.I.A.F. The President and the Committee of the Austrian Film Archive wish to express their sincere thanks in particular to the Cinémathèque Française, la Cinémathèque Italiennne, la Cinémathèque Yougoslave, la National film Archive, et le Statny Filmový Archive, Prague, who generously sent films of great value. The immediate task set by our Archive is to provide such duplicate copies as necessary for exchange. We are grateful, however, that other Archives have shown so much understanding for our difficult position owing to the short time since the foundation of our Archive.

Following the appeal of the F.I.A.F. to provide material for the exhibition "6 Jahrzehtnte Film" in Berlin, the Archive has sent dokuments, posters and other material.

HISTORIC RESEARCH.- La Société Autrichienne des Sciences et de l'Economie du Cinéma, one of the founding members of the Archive and charged with the management as well, has continued work on the "Small Lexicon of the Austrian Cinema". A short version has already been printed in the "Filmmkunst" n° 22a (french) and n° 22b (english).
Two new catalogues of Austrian films since 1946, complete till 1956, have been published as well: ("Les films autrichiens 1946-1956") in a special issue of the journal "Filmkunst".

Being the representative organisation and closely attached to the Austrian Film Archive, the "Austrian Society for Film Sciences and Film Economy" hopes to continue its work in contact with the B.I.R.H.C.

RELATIONS TO INDUSTRY. - Preliminary contacts with Industry, reported last year, have been widened though no definite result can be shown this year in regard to putting a stop to unnecessary destruction of valuable films. The non-commercial, cultural activity of the archive however has been further taken note of with the result of creating a basis for realistic approach of this problem and serve proof of a changed attitude towards our activities has been given.

CATALOGUE. - Examination of existing lists of films has continued in connection with viewing of films.

PLANS FOR THE NEXT YEAR. - Starting its third year the Austrian Film Archive will continue showing films (once a month). Additional film projections are very likely to be introduced following special demande.

Work on the catalogue will continue on a larger scale.

As in 1956 the Archive will actively take part in the activities of the big event of film science arranged every second year by the "Austrian Society for Film Sciences and Film Economy". This, the "Third International Film Research week in Vienna" will take place in May or June 1958, at the time of the "Vienna Festival week".
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